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Certain standards are required to collect and distribute marine data (data and metadata) surveyed and 
produced by various institutions and researchers. ISO 191115/19139, the international standard for 
geographic metadata, is used to improve consistency and interoperability and to enable standardized 
data and metadata to be distributed to users. 

ISO 191115/19139 does not provide acquisition information related to 'equipment and platform'. In 
addition, there are no metadata items that can reflect the characteristics of each sector data (physical, 
chemical, biological, geological, etc.), and there are no metadata items that can reflect the 
characteristics of individual data files included in the data set. To complement these shortcomings, 
institutions are developing new metadata standards or extending ISO 19115 to distribute them within 
the community. 

In this study, we reviewed the metadata standards in the marine geography field commonly used in 
foreign countries, and defined the metadata standards to represent the meta information stored in 
seismic binary files constituting equipment and platform information and data sets. In addition, a 
metadata registration form was developed and the system was configured to automatically match the 
files and metadata that make up the data set when uploading the data set.  

The applied metadata standards are largely divided into four sections. It consists of 
"datasetInformation" that can write general content of a data set, "questionInformation" related to 
data set acquisition information, "objectInformation" that can write the contents of each file that 
constitutes a data set, and "metadataInformation" that contains meta data information. In particular, 
in "objectinformation", where information of each individual file can be entered, the characteristics of 
each file can be used as a search keyword by marking the metadata with the user. In addition, 
manageable words such as equipment and sea area names were added to the code list in order to 
increase convenience and search utilization when writing metadatan(Figure 1). 

Researchers register their own research data in the system so that they can manage seismic files in 
units of projects and cruise. At this time, if detailed information about the registered file is collectively 
entered in the metadata form (csv file) and uploaded, each file and the metadata are matched and 
displayed in XML format (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Developed marine geological metadata standard registration form 

 

Figure 2 : Detailed view of applied metadata 


